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Abstract: This article cxplores thc possibility of concciving South Amcrica and 
Southern Africa as subsystemic unipolaritics undcr Brazilian and South African pri
macy, rcspcctivcly. lt argues that this concept, whcn applicd to thcsc rcgions, shcds 
light not only on the long-tenn strategies behind thc Brazilian and South African 
fore ign policies towards their neighbourhood, but also on thc bchaviour of secondary 
regional powcrs and small statcs. This hypothcs is qucslions thc maxim that considcra
tions related to polarity affect great powers only. After examining the Brazilian and 
South African cases, the author undertakes a comparativc analysis of 17 countries in 
thcsc rcgions, showing that the behaviour of politically stablc countries in these 
rcgions is as prcdicted by theories of unipolarity. 

Introduction 

I n spite of the recent heightened interest in the regions of South America and 
Southem Africa, 1 few scholars have tried to apply a structural framework2 to 

understand them.3 Kenneth Waltz's assertio111: 'A general theory of international 
politics is necessarily based on the great powers', was often interpreted by IR scholars 
as limiting the scope of structuralism to great power politics alone. But Waltz also 
meant that: 'The theory, once written, also app lies to lesser states that interact insofar 
as their i nteraction is insulated from the intervention of the great powers of a system. ' 4 

In this article l intend to bring the structural framework back into regional politics in 
order to explore two regions that have similar sub-systemic power distributions. In 
doing so, T will deprut from the recent debates on ro les,5 leadership6 and status7 to 
highlight that the distribution of raw material capabilities can well explain certain 
regional phenomena, when mechanisms are properly understood. 

Countries in the southernmost regions of the American and African continents 
display an outstandingly similar set of foreign policy strategies and international 
regimes.8 While these two regions are different in almost every relevant aspect
regime type, levels of intrn-regional trade, state capacity, etc.-they are similar in that 
only one country had roughly half of the region's material capabilities during the last 
three decades. Therefore, in accordance with John Stuart Mill's method of similarity, 
regional unipolarity should be considered as a potential explanation for their many 
parallelisms. 

The adjective ' unipolar' describes a system where a single country excels in 
indicators of power such as population, resource endowment, economic capacity, 
military might, etc. , while yet not necessarily confonning to a hegemony.9 Unipoles 
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are expe.cted to lead by actively participating in binding regional institutions; building 
ad hoc regional 'coalitions of the willing' to deal with major security or economic 
challenges; struggling for legitimacy without applying much coercion; and respe.cting 
the sovereignty of second-tier states, who are considered crucial partners, but are 
difficult to court. An important literature has already demonstrated that Brazil 10 and 
Soutb Africa11 behave in this way, yet very few scholars have considered power 
distribution as a cause of such behaviour. 

The logics of unipolarity also seem to explain the behaviour of secondary and 
tertiary regional powers in these regions. In unipolar contexts, second-tier states 
-like Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe in Southern Africa; or Argentina, 
Chile, Colombia and Venezuela in South America- are expected to enact soft
balancing, binding, delegitimizing, hedging or similar 'contestational ' strategies 
against their unipole. 12 Although these tactics have been intermittent, I will show 
that this is precisely what these countries tend to do when their domestic politics 
is stable. 13 Finally, small states in unipolar regions-like Botswana, Lesotho, 
Madagascar, Namibia and Swaziland in Southem Africa; or Bolivia, Ecuador, 
Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay in South America- bandwagon the regional unipole, 
unless internal instability forces them to focus on the domestic realm and behave 
otherwise. 

This article proceeds as follows. In the section 'South America and Southern 
Africa as unipolar subsystems ', I analyse South America and Southern Africa in tenns 
of power distribution to show that both regions were in fact unipolar during most of 
the last three decades. In the section 'Brazil and South Africa: behaving like uni
poles', I build on existing case studies to show how Brazil and South Africa behaved 
as unipoles. Finally, in the section 'Secondary regional powers under unipolarity', I 
focus on 7 second-tier regional powers and 10 small states in order to analyse their 
strategies. I find that countries in these regions behaved as expected under unipolarity, 
unless they suffered from chronic domestic instability. 

South America and Southern Africa as unipolar subsystems 
Unipolarity refers to a particular distribution of power between hegemony and bi- or 
multi-polarity. Unipolarity is different from hegemony in that it does not entail a 
relation of domination, where the leading state is functionally different from its 
neighbours. 14 However, unipoles are in a situation of relative primacy that is different 
from that of unbalanced bi or multipolar orders. As a convention, some scholars use 
the Composite Index of National Capabilities (CINC) to differentiate bipolar from 
unipolar settings. 15 According to this convention, if the power of a leading state is 
more than three times that of the second biggest state, then the system is said to be 
unipolar. 

Figure 1 shows the difference in power between South Africa-left-and Brazil
right-compared with their biggest neighbours. The dashed line establishes the year 
in which Southem Africa became bipolar-2003, by these parameters-and the 
moment when the Argentine-Brazilian bipolarity gave way to Brazilian-led unipolar
ity in South America-roughly 1985. It could be argued that it took Brazil a little 
langer to behave like a unipole and that Angola has yet to fully comprehend its new 
relative power position in its region. Nevertheless, the CINC provides a robust 
structural snapshot of how power relations evolved in these two regions. Figure 2 
uses data on military expenditures, this time from 1988 to 2014, to show how the 
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Figure 1. National capabilities of Southem African and South American five major countries from 
1960 to 2013. 
Notes: Values in y represent the couotry's sbare of world's national capabilities. 
Source: CINC16. Victor Mijares updated the database for the years 2008-2013. 
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Figure 2. Military expenditures in Southem African aod South American five major countries 
from 1988 to 2014. 
Notes: Figures are in US$ millions at constant 2011 prices and exchange rates. Missing data from 
Brazil and Angola were positive outliers excluded for tbe purpose of scaling and better demonstrat
ing long-term tendencies. 
Source: SIPRI Military Expenditures Database17

. 

Brazilian and South African primacy was also reflected in the military realm, during 
our period of interest. 

Several other factors could be included in this assessment of regional power 
distribution. For instance, the picture just presented is agnostic to the great differences 
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in terms of human resources, productivity and capital that still exist between Angola 
and South Africa. However, it is not my concem to establish a definitive measure of 
regional unipolarity. Instead, I try to show that these and many other potential 
variables are consistent with the idea that South America and Southem Africa have 
revealed important power disparities between first regional powers and secondary 
ones, for the most part of the latest three decades. These disparities are considerable, 
evidencing that the subsystems were not bi or multipolar. However, disparities were 
not big enouih to allow for the rise of a regional hegemon- as South Africa was 
before 19801 when it intervened systematically in its periphery. In other words, 
during the last three decades, both Brazil and South Africa have been in a position 
to lead their regional partners, but not in a position to coerce them. But the question 
remains: Did they behave as unipoles are expected to? 

Brazil and South Africa: behaving like unipoles 

According to a broad literature studying American primacy after the Cold War, 
unipoles have specific incentives to develop concrete foreign policies. In particular, 
unipoles are expected to lead by actively participating in binding regional institutions, 
building ad hoc regional ' coalitions of the willing ' to deal with major security or 
economic challenges, struggling for legitimacy without applying great deals of coer
cion and respecting the sovereignty of second-tier states, which are considered crucial 
partners. 19 Interestingly, Brazil and South Africa have behaved precisely in this way 
since the mid-1980s. 

First, both regional unipoles have thought to integrate other countries and bind 
themselves to regional institutions. The unipolar Brazil ' . . . like South Africa, 
thought to create regional alliances and a regional market, with mixed success, 
again like Soutb Africa' .20 In the case of Brazil, these institutions were in itially the 
Southem Common Market (MERCOSUR) and later on the Union of South 
American Nations (UNASUR), which consolidated the Brazilian idea of a united 
South Ame1ica in 2004. Brazil has been trying to extend UNASUR's competences 
to several issue areas ever since, even competing with the Organization of 
American States (OAS) .21 lt would be a rnistake, however, to think that 
MERCOSUR and UNASUR served Brazilian interests only. These institutions 
are better understood as the product of an extensive bargaining with second-tier 
powers, since they also bind Brazil considerably.22 

The same could be said of the Southem African Development Community 
(SADC). lt is true that 'Pretoria's foreign policy is an example of exercising power 
by participating effectively in regional and international institutions'23 but South 
Africa joined only as the eleventh member of SADC in 1994, right after the dissolu
tion of the Southem African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC)- an 
organization specially designed to balance its power in the region. The vision of the 
SADC founding fathers was to 'prepare unified negotiating positions on trade and 
other economic issues, craft a treaty based on progressive principles and entrench the 
concept of ''balance, equity and mutual benefit'' as the maxim for regional co
ordination' .24 Several features of the agreement serve to entangle Pretoria and could 
potentially undermine its primacy in the long tenn.25 In other words, South Africa 
chose to bind itself,26 as a strategy to gain legitimacy in the region and to be able to 
lead in a context where it was no longer a hegemon. 
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Second, both countries have tried to court second-tier regional powers, minimizing 
the potential for bilateral conflict and by respecting their sovereignty at all costs. This 
has been the case even in contexts of widespread human rights violations as the 
Venezuelan and the Zimbabwean crises show. Why have Brasilia and Pretoria risked 
being seen as accomplices and protectors of cruel regimes by the international 
community? The response seems twofold. On the one side, secondary regional powers 
have enough power to retaliate--by means of regional interdependence or by building 
alliances with other second-tier powers against the unipole. On the other side, both 
Brazil and South Africa benefited to a great extent from the diminishing power of 
relatively big neighbours like Venezuela and Zimbabwe and, from a structural per
spective, benefited greatly from their exsanguination. lt is not sutprising then tliat 
since becoming unipolar, South Africa also avoided any kind of intervention in 
Angola- at war until 2002-or during the brief resumption of the civil war in 
Mozambique in 2013. The non-response of Brasilia to the 2001 Argentine crisis 
and the caution exercised during the Colombo-Venezuelan crisis in 2008 also contrast 
with the leadership role that it presumably seeks. However, the condescension vis-a
vis second-tier states has a clear rationale, if we picture Brazil and South Africa as 
self-interested unipoles. 

Third, regional unipoles in South America and Southem Africa have applied a 
completely different rule to small states. Since small states pose little peril to them, 
unipoles seem far more likely to intervene. Pretoria has actively interf ered in the 
domestic politics of countries such as Lesotho (1994 and 1998), Swaziland (1994 and 
2012) and Madagascar (2009). However, these interventions were never unilateral and 
were always intended as being part of the legitimizing brand of regional organiza
tions. Even the South African invasion of Lesotho after the 1998 looting of Maseru
an episode of political instability that threatened South African assets, water supplies 
and led the govenunent of Lesotho to seek foreign support-was undertaken through 
a 'coalition of the willing' -joined by Botswana-and under SADC's mandate. 
Unlike a hegemon- and much like a regional unipole- South Africa's military 
intervention in this small state was preceded by the quest for legitimate leadership 
and burden-sharing with other actors in the system. In other cases like Madagascar 
(2009), South Africa did not intervene militarily but played a leading role in stabiliz
ing Antananarivo through a SADC coalition. The way Pretoria intervened in this case 
has impressive resemblances with the Brazilian-led initiatives in Ecuador (2005 and 
2010), Bolivia (2008), Honduras (2009) and Paraguay (2012)- all small states in 
South America- when these countries were experiencing episodes of political 
instability due to presidential crises.27 In all of these cases Itamaraty used the 
UNASUR to frame Brazilian initiatives as regionally coordinated responses. 

Fourth, both Brazil and South Africa used their regions as a trampoline for their 
global ambitions. Analysts tend to agree that neither one of these emerging powers 
could have achieved the global status of China, India and Russia-true heavyweights 
in the economic and military realms- if it were not for the vamish of regional 
leadership.28 Most of the time, this strategy has required regional leaders on both 
sides ofthe South Atlantic to deal with contradictory demands from the global and the 
regional realms, to try to achieve a sustainable balance. 

Fifth, as is also the case in the global realm, unipolarity has resulted in relatively 
peaceful and stable regional interstate relations. Only two militarized interstate dis
putes between Angola and Zambia (1998), and Zimbabwe and Botswana (2008), 
reached high levels of tension, and it was only during the Lesotho crisis (1998) that 
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South Africa deployed its troops in another country. South America had been a 
peaceful region for a long time before Brazil acquired unipolar primacy in the mid-
1980s29 but even then the subsystem has been notably more stable than in the late 
1970s and early 1980s, when severe tensions between Argentina and Brazil, and 
Argentina and Chile, preceded the Malvinas/Falklands War (1982). Since Brazil 
became a unipole, only one proxy-war- between Ecuador and Peru in 1995- has 
taken place, which was settled, not surprisingly, in Brasilia. Besides the Cenepa War, 
only the Andean Crisis of 2008 created significant levels of tension in South America. 

Summarizing, both Brazil and South Africa have shown stunning similarities in 
the way they have dealt with major and minor partners in their regions, and they have 
done so in ways that are consistent with theories of unipolarity. 

Secondary regional powers under unipolarity 

So far I have made the case for describing South America and Southern Africa as 
unipolar subsystems, but I have only referred to the capabilities (section ' South 
America and Southern A:frica as unipolar subsystems') and behaviour of unipoles 
(section 'Brazil and South Africa: behaving like unipoles') to back this claim. 
However, if capability distribution matters at the regional level, other units in the 
subsystem should also behave as expected under unipolarity. To test this claim, I need 
to define the incentives that second-tier states and small states have in unipolar 
reg1ons. 

Some scholars have supported a straightforward logic to solve this riddle.30 

Referring to the expected reactions to US primacy under unipolarity, they have 
observed that second-tier states-in this case, countries like China, India or Russia 
- have incentives to contest American leadership but secondary regional powers
say, Japan, Pakistan or Ukraine-would bandwagon the US in order to protect 
themselves from the rising power of their bigger neighbours, to somehow ensure an 
equilibrium in the unipolar structure. When applied to our regions, this logic suggests 
a specific pattern of alliances. On the one band, secondary regional powers in South 
America- Argentina, Chile, Colombia and Venezuela; and Southern Africa- Angola, 
Mozambique and Zimbabwe-were expected to contest the Brazilian and South 
A:frican primacy.3 1 On the other band, small states historically at loggerheads with 
secondary regional powers and significantly less empowered- Bolivia, Ecuador, 
Paraguay and Uruguay, as well as Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, 
Namibia and Swaziland- should have bandwagoned the unipoles in their respective 
reg1ons. 

Table 1 contrasts these theoretical expectations with the actual behaviour of 
second-tier and small states since the start of the new millennium. Secondary regional 
powers are expected to follow a hedging strategy, which I define as entailing (a) 
relatively low exports to the unipole, (b) relatively low imports from the unipole, (c) 
not entering into a free-trade agreement with the unipole and (d) maintaining rela
tively high military expenditures. I will consider any state that follows the opposite 
strategy to be 'bandwagoning' the regional unipole-which is the expected behaviour 
for small states. 

Tue data displayed in Table 1 sbows that only a handful of countries have behaved 
in accordance with structural theories-see the cases in grey. Among secondary 
regional powers, only Angola, Chile and Colombia have applied hedging strategies. 
Among small states, only Uruguay and Swaziland have consistently bandwagoned the 
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Tab1e 1. Expectat:ions and actua1 behaviour towru-d unipo1es (2000 2010). 

South America ARG CHI COL VEN PER BOL ECU PAR 

Expectations Expected to Hedge (H) Expected to Bandwagon (B) URU 

Exports HIGH LOW LOW :MED LOW HIGH LOW :MED HIGB 
Imports HIGH LOW LOW 1vlED LOW :MED LOW HIGH HIGB 
:MERCOSUR YES NO NO YES NO YES NO YES YES 
Military LOW HIGH HIGH LOW LOW LOW HIGH LOW LOW 
Behaviour B H H B ? ? H ? B 

Southem Africa ANG MOZ ZIM BOT LES MAD NAM SWA 

Expectations Expected to Hedge (H) Expected to Bandwagon (B) 

Exports LOW :MED HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH HIGB 
Imports LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH 
SADC-FTA NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Military HIGH LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH LOW 
Behaviour H B ? ? ? ? ? B 

Notes: Exports and imports are classified as high if they constitute more than 20 per cent of the cowitry's total 
exports and imports, medium ifbetween 10 per cent and 20 per cent, and low if less than 10 per cent. A threshold 
of two per cent of GDP separates high military expenditures from low mililary expenditures. All figures express 
the mean for the years 2000 to 2010. The cowitries highlighted in grey conform to the expected behaviour. 
Sources: SIPRI Military Expenditures Database (2014); WTO Trade Profiles (2014). 

greater regional power. All other states seem to have followed mixed strategies or 
strategies that bluntly contradict theoretical expectations- notice how Argentina, 
Mozambique, Venezuela and Zimbabwe have bandwagoned their respective regional 
unipole. Table 1 begs the question: Is the theory wrong? Or is there an intervening 
variable that explains the divergent strategies of similarly empowered countries? Most 
literature so far has opted for the first of these hypotheses, thus abandoning the 
structural framework, but I will argue otherwise. 

Angola, Chile and Colombia present a stunning similarity when compared with 
other secondary regional powers such as Argentina, Mozambique, Venezuela and 
Zimbabwe, i.e. higher political stability. In the case of Chile and Colombia, this was 
achieved through democracy. In the case of Angola, strong authoritarian rule did the 
trick. The result in terms of foreign policy is, nevertheless, similar. The more stable 
the domestic politics, the more consistent the response to the unipolar context. Many 
authors before me have noticed that in developing countries domestic politics often 
intervenes to prevent balancing behaviour,32 and the logic often goes as follows: 
\Vhen intemal politics are unstable and mandates are at stake, leaders perceive the 
national arena to be as harsh and anarchic as that of international politics and 
prioritize domestic threats. 

Domestic political instability can materialize in different ways. Be it in the event 
of low party system institutionalization and recurrent presidential crises- as in the 
case of many South American countries- or the resurgence of violent protests or 
rebellion under authoritarianism- as in the case of many Southem African countries 
- heads of state are not expected to pay much attention to the power transitions taking 
place in their region. Foreign policy is more likely to become a tool for accumulating 
domestic power. Under these circumstances, countries that would have otherwise been 
rivals, can become allies and vice versa. 
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Tab1e 2. Inclicators of po1itica1 stabi1ity in South American countries. 

Countries ARG CHI COL YEN PER BOL ECU PAR URU 

Expectations Expected to Hedge (H) Expected to Bandwagon (B) 

Government instability HIGH LOW LOW 11ED 11ED HIGH HIGH 11ED LOW 
Electora1 volatility HIGH LOW LOW HIGH HIGH 11ED HIGH LOW LOW 
Delegative president HIGH LOW LOW HIGH 11ED LOW 11ED 11ED LOW 
Behaviour B H H B ? ? H ? B 

Notes: Govenunent instability is classified as low if there has been no presidential crisis, medium if there have 
been one or two, and high if three presidents were ousted between 1985 and 2013. The average electoral 
volatility for the period 1990-2011 is measured by the Pedersen index and classified as low if it is less than 35 
per cent, medium if it is between 35 per cent and 48 per cent, and high if it is above 48 per cent. Finally, the 
delegative dernocracies index classifies countries according to an eight-point scale, which is divided here into 
low, 0- 3; medium, 3- 5; and high, 5- 8. Tue countries in grey conform to the expected behaviour. 
Sources: Georgetown Political Data of the Americas database (2013) and the delegative democracies index 
developed by Lucas Gonzalez. 

When countries in South America are analysed according to party-system institu
tionalization, power concentration in the president, and presidential stability, tbree 
cases stand out as being more stable since democratization: Chile, Colombia and 
Uruguay. 33 As predicted, these countries have behaved according to the unipolar 
structure. Chile and Colombia have consistently counterbalanced Brazil by strength
ening economic ties with Washington and maintaining large military budgets. The 
small state of Uruguay has, despite its harsh tactical discourse, opted to tie itself 
structurally to Brazil. Conversely, the two secondary regional powers that have clearly 
underbalanced-Argentina and Venezuela-as well as Ecuador, the small state that 
has been more reluctant to bandwagon, are precisely those that have experienced more 
presidential crises, greater electoral volatility and stronger executives. Table 2 shows 
these results by analysing the long-term trajectories of South American democracies 
since regime transition. 

In Southern Africa, internal stability was achieved through tight authoritarian 
control. In the Angolan case, the death of the rebel leader Jonas Savimbi in 2002 
ended the civil war and stabilized the country. Since then, Angola has experienced 
unprecedented growth, driven by the boom in commodity prices. GDP growth rates 
have averaged 10 per cent since the year 2000. In 2008 alone, the country grew at an 
impressive 23.2 per cent. As shown earlier, this miraculous ascension bad an impact 
on military expenditures and other indicators of international power. 

Mozambique and Zimbabwe, on the other hand, are cases of protracted instability 
where competitive authoritarian regimes have been unable to consolidate. The 
Mozambican National Resistance (RENAM:O) leader Afonso Dhklakama, who had 
been denouncing fraud continuously since the 1999 elections, announced the end of 
the Mozambican Peace Agreement and the country went back to civil war in April 
2013. The case of Zimbabwe after the 2000 constitutional referendum has been more 
notorious; state repression and widespread violence earned Harare severe sanctions 
and the country reached second position in the list of failed states with an inflation 
rate of 13,000 per cent at the end of the decade, with a quarter of its population 
displaced. Tue Mugabe regime has been in economic dire straits from then on. In the 
10 years from 1998 to 2008, Zimbabwe's cumulative GDP declined by 38 per cent. 

Table 3 shows how stable authoritarian regimes that managed to suppress sources 
of domestic instability have responded to subsystemic incentives in the way predicted 
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Tab1e 3. Inclicators of po1itica1 stabi1ity in Southem African countries. 

Countries ANG MOZ ZIM BOT LES MAD NAM SWA 

Expectations Expected to Hedge (H) Expected to Bandwagon (B) 

Freedom of association ww l'v1ED l'v1ED HIGH l'v1ED HIGH HIGH ww 
Electora1 competition LOW HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH ww 
Executive accountabi1ity LOW l'v1ED l'v1ED HIGH MED l'v1ED HIGH ww 
Behaviour H B ? ? ? ? ? B 

Notes: I use the V-Dem indicators to calculate means from 1990 to 2010. Freedom of association is classified as 
low if it is less than .5 and high if more than .75, otherwise it is considered medium. To code electoral 
competition I use the Electoral Component Index and set a threshold at a .3 Level to separate low from high 
electoral competition. Finally, I consider executive accountability to be low when executive oversight is less than 
1, medium if from 1 to 2 and then high. Tue countries in grey conform to the expected behaviour. 
Source: Varieties ofDemocracy Project>4. 

by structural considerations. Angola and Swaziland, the two countries that consis
tently undertook hedging and bandwagoning, respectively, are precisely the two tliat 
have more consolidated authoritarian regimes in Southern Africa. Measured by the 
V-Dem indicators,35 :freedom of association, electoral competition and accountability 
ofthe executive, these two countries are at the regional lowest, but they have led to an 
outstandingly stable authoritarian peace. 

In sum, Tables 2 and 3 show how secondary and tertiary state behaviours in these 
two unipolar regions are consistent with theoretical expectations when I include some 
measure of intemal political stability. The South American and the Southern African 
contexts differ considerably. While the South American stability of Chile, Colombia 
and Uruguay is democratic and based on the stable interaction of more than one party, 
stability in Angola and Swaziland means autocratic control. However, the conclusions 
are similar. In countries where incumbent political elites and sitting heads of state 
encountered a more benign domestic environment, attention to subsystemic power 
dynamics was possible and a consistent foreign policy towards their regional unipoles 
was enacted. 

Previous scholarship and conventional wisdom tend to see political alignments in 
South America and Southem Africa as driven by ideology. Parties tliat have grown 
out of the Latin American left or African anti-apartheid movements, so the story goes, 
share ideological goals, which determine their cooperation while in power. However, 
the evidence here shows that capabilities distribution and intemal stability are far 
more consistent long-term explanations for the foreign policies of these countries. 
Ideological affinities between the Angolan Popular Movement for the Liberation of 
Angola (MPLA) and the South African African National Congress (ANC), as those 
between the Chilean Socialist Party and the Brazilian Work.ers Party, were real and 
had a certain effect in foreign policy, but could not prevent the enactment of hedging 
strategies in Luanda and Santiago. 

A good rule of thumb is tbat ideology matters less as domestic political stability 
increases. Tue current relations between Brasilia and Caracas are an interesting case in 
point. The recent debate about the suspension of Venezuela from MERCOSUR is 
universally seen as a consequence of the rightist turn in the region. This is probably a 
fair-although simplistic and rather uninteresting-short-term assessment. A theory 
of regional unipolarity introduces some fundamental nuances. First, it would see an 
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abrupt decision to suspend Venezuela, in part, as a consequence of domestic instabil
ity in Brazil- implying the counterfactual that without Rousseff's impeachment the 
turn would have been smoother. Second, it expects Brazil to act with special caution, 
coordinating always with Argentina and not getting unilaterally involved in 
Venezuelan domestic politics as it did during episodes of regime change in smaller 
states. Third, it expects that, as domestic politics become stable again in Brazil, a 
more consistent policy towards Venezuela will be formulated that v.rill survive future 
ideological shifts in the Planalto. 

Conclusion 

The concept of unipolarity has seldom been applied to understand the dynamics of 
regional subsystems. Yet, understanding Brazil and South Africa as regional unipoles 
helps to explain not only their respective foreign policies but also those of their South 
American and Southern African neighbours. 

In the account developed in this article, these unipolar regions work. as follows: (a) 
Brazil and South Africa, the unipoles, lead by actively participating in binding 
regional institutions and building ad hoc regional 'coalitions of the willing' to deal 
with major security or economic challenges, struggle für legitimacy, do not apply a 
great deal of coercion and respect the sovereignty of second-tier states, which are 
often considered crucial partners. Then (b) secondary regional powers-Argentina, 
Chile, Colombia and Venezuela in South Arnerica; and Angola, Mozambique and 
Zimbabwe in Southem Africa-contest the Brazilian and South African primacy by 
maintaining low trade interdependence and by ensuring military readiness unless 
internal instability prevents this outcome. Finally, (c) small states- Bolivia, 
Ecuador, Paraguay and Uruguay, as well as Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Namibia and Swaziland- bandwagon the unipoles in their respective 
regions, again unless domestic politics trumps international incentives. 

This article has illustrated this logic by means of aggregated data and broad intra
and inter-regional comparisons. However, much more analytical detail is to be gained 
by analysing within-case variation, using process tracing or similar analytical tools. 
This logic should also explain other regions as long as they behave as a subsystem, 
are relatively isolated from great power politics and present unipolar distributions of 
material capabilities. The tense relation between Fiji and Australia is a case in point. 
After the 2006 military coup-a symptom of grave political instability- Fiji, other
wise expected to bandwagon, has had adversarial relations with its !arger neighbour 
that are otherwise difficult to explain. Future work could apply this framework to 
Oceania, East Asia, South Asia, Eastem Europe or other regions of the world that 
have a regional unipole. 
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